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Quarantine is over (even had an extra week). Little Cinnamon got her Health Certificate today! She's safe to travel with
Izzy and Mark and the gang! I'm so excited, of course, nervous, too. It's been a very long time since I've had fosters and my
first time finding homes for them on my own.
It was touch and go on whether Cin could make the transport. There was also concern that Pattycake was shy a kidney, which
would effect her ability to be adopted. Happily for her, Pattycake got a CLEAN BILL OF HEALTH after her ultrasound. She
has two normal sized kidneys and her bladder is fine-everything looks good.
These were the last two hurdles. I wasn't sure we would make it, but we did. Now we just have to wait. Tomorrow morning,
Izzy & Mark will pick up the gang, then make their way back north. I'm VERY glad the weather here is cool and dry. It will
certainly make the traveling easier once they get out of the South.

©2010 Maria S. Cinnamon waits for her Vet appointment.
Of course my next concern is if the kitties will stay healthy once they arrive. Please no URIs! I've asked before. I will ask again!
Since Izzy and Mark are super cat people, I know they'll be keeping a close eye on the cats. It's like playing a game of “hot
potato.” Move the cats as fast and safely as possible before they get sick, then get them into a nice quiet room to rest and
recover.
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©2010 Maria S.----Honey B. No, they don't get any cuter than this!
It wasn't all smooth sailing. There was some troubling news today, too. I got a call this afternoon from Sam's daughter, who
lives in NYC. She got a message from Medic Alert that Sam's Mother had put in a call for help. I can't go into specifics, but she
is in the hospital now. Sam and his daughter are with her. I stayed behind to take care of our cats since we don't know how
long she'll be in the hospital. We hope that after all the tests are done, his Mama can go home. If not, Sam will stay there until
we can work things out. I'm trying not to think about the arriving cats, during such a stressful time, but I still have to finish
preparing for their arrival.
Also, on top of barely any sleep for either of us, we were up at 6AM trying to trap one of our feral cats-Buddy. Buddy has been
around for years, but lately he's been seen limping. We're very concerned for his safety and need to get him trapped and to
the Vet. Of course he's a smart cat, so we didn't trap him today. Now we have to wait to try again on Monday.

©2010 Maria S.----Yodel. Yes, they CAN get any cuter!
Our dear friend and new foster, Connie, may have lost her kitty: Lion King. He looks a lot like my boy, Bob. Lion King has to be
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an outdoor cat, even though Connie wishes she could lock him down inside. I just met him two days ago. Connie hasn't seen
him in over a day and it's not like him to be absent. I hope my good luck finding cats hasn't turned into making cats get lost!
I'm still struggling with an outbreak of Feline Acne. Nora and Nicky are eh, okay, but Spencer is getting worse even though
I've been treating him every day. I'm going to run him to visit Dr. Larry and Super Deb tomorrow. He will be an unhappy cat,
but I gotta get him some help. I know he must be uncomfortable.
There's lots to do to get the kittens adopted, too. I got my Petfinder account approved, which is a huge milestone for me.
I know you can look for coincidences anywhere if you try hard enough, but I have to admit that my shelter code is also my
birthday. It feels like a cosmic sign of good luck some how! Every shelter gets a state code and a number. Mine is CT 431. My
birthday is 4/3 ___1 Hee hee! The page has to be filled out and I have to get my web site up and running so I can have
adoption forms available and it all has to happen quickly! Even though many of the kittens are too small to be adopted, I want
to post them on PF so I can begin screening potential adopters.

©2010 Maria S.---Sugar Pie. Too much cute to look at!
In some ways, this is the calm before the storm. If all I have to do is find homes and keep the kittens socialized and fed, I'm
golden.
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©2010 Maria S.----Cinnamon and Moonpie get ready to go on their big trip.
Of course things never go as planned. I'm just wondering what I'll think when I look back on these first days. For now, I'll try to
be positive. Sam's Mother will be all right (knock wood), we will trap Buddy and get him to the Vet (knocking again), the kittens
and Bobbi will arrive safely and in good health and stay that way (knock, knock, knock), poor Connie will find her dear cat, Lion
King! (super knock wood) and Spencer will get some medicine for his hard-to-get-rid-of feline acne (kkkkknock!).
And oh yeah, I need a cookie. Maybe one with vodka flavored chocolate chips.
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Fri, 2010-08-06 21:08 — Linda Reilly

[14]

sending a cocktail your way!

[15]

Wow! that is a bit of stress...sending well wishes to you and sam! Everytime I see those pics that maria has sent, I want to
squeeze em!!!
Fri, 2010-08-06 23:13 — ZoeEmEffGee

[16]
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wow...

[17]

Those kittens are SO CUTE!!!!!
Good luck with everything! Especially Sam's mom...
Sat, 2010-08-07 13:34 — acninee

[18]

I hope Sam's Mom is feeling

[19]

I hope Sam's Mom is feeling better soon. Cute kitties.
Sun, 2010-08-08 07:15 — replica coach h... (not verified) [20]

How cute!

[21]

They are so cute that I can't help thinking about pintching their faces~~
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